
Digital Shadows monitors and manages an organization’s digital risk across the 
widest range of data sources within the open, deep, and dark web to protect an 
organization’s business, brand, and reputation.

The Need for Digital Risk Management

As businesses become increasingly digital, they gain huge  

benefits from adopting cloud, social media, and mobile devices. 

But these new tools also expose businesses to new risks.

Organizations are quickly realizing they need to continuously 

monitor for external digital risks to their business, however, they 

are overwhelmed by point solutions that generate irrelevant, 

non-prioritized alerts. Security teams need a solution that  

can monitor open and closed digital sources for risks to their 

business and only deliver threats that are relevant and verified.

Digital Shadows SearchLight™: What We Do

Digital Shadows monitors and manages an organization’s digital risk across the widest range of data  

sources within the visible, deep and dark web to protect the company’s business and reputation.

Digital Shadows SearchLight™ service combines the industry’s most comprehensive and scalable data  

analytics combined with human data security experts to protect an organization from digital risks including:
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How We Do It

About Digital Shadows Digital Shadows monitors and manages an organization’s digital risk across the widest 
range of data sources within the visible, deep, and dark web to protect an organization’s 
business, brand, and reputation. The Digital Shadows SearchLight™ service combines 
scalable data analytics with human data analysts to manage and mitigate risks of an 
organization’s brand exposure, VIP exposure, cyber threat, data loss, infrastructure 
exposure, physical threat, and third party risk, and create an up-to-the minute view of 
an organization’s digital risk with tailored threat intelligence. The company is jointly 
headquartered in London and San Francisco. For more information, visit 
www.digitalshadows.com.

Extensive Coverage
We monitor the widest range of sources across the visible, 
deep, and dark web. Our service identifies a variety of digital 
risks, including cyber threats, data loss, and reputational risks.

Relevant Threat Intelligence
A register of key assets that uniquely define your organization, 
your subsidiaries and your supply chain drives our intelligence 
machinery. You only see intelligence that is relevant to you.

Human in the Loop
Our intelligence operations analysts lift the signal from the 
noise, strip out false alarms and send you the priority cases. 
You save time and money.

Why Digital Shadows
Get In Touch

Visit www.digitalshadows.com
for more information

Email info@digitalshadows.com

SearchLight continuously monitors the visible, deep, and dark web 
for mentions of your company’s assets and unique identifiers.

Irrelevant mentions are removed through a combination of data 
science and machine learning.

Expert analysts verify automated incidents, remove false positives, 
conduct further research, add context, and assign a severity level.

Relevant, prioritized, and actionable incidents are delivered via our 
portal, email alerts or API. 

Planning and Collection

Automated Analysis

Human Analysis

Dissemination

Call us at US 1-888-889-4143
UK +44 (0) 203 393 7001

Why Digital Shadows

About Digital Shadows
Digital Shadows enables organizations to manage digital risk by identifying and eliminating threats to their business and brand. 

We monitor for digital risk across the broadest range of data sources within the open, deep and dark web to deliver tailored threat 

intelligence, context and actionable remediation options that enable security teams to be more effective and efficient. Our clients 

can focus on growing their core business knowing that they are protected if their data is exposed, employees and third parties put 

them at risk, or their brand is being misused. To learn more, visit www.digitalshadows.com. 
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Widest Collection of Sources
SearchLight monitors for data exposure across the widest 
range of sources, within the open, deep and dark web.  
No stone is left unturned.

Tailored and Targeted Collection
A register of key assets that uniquely define your organization 
and your subsidiaries drives our intelligence machinery. 

Why Digital Shadows Get Started
For more information on 

Digital Shadows SearchLightTM and 
how we can help protect your 

organization from Data Exposure, 
please contact us

Visit www.digitalshadows.com
for more information

Call us at US 1-800-889-4143
UK +44 (0)203 393 7001

Email info@digitalshadows.com

Analyst  
Added Context

Digital Shadows 
intelligence analysts 
investigate and add 
context, impact and 
recommended action. 

Asset Registration

Organizations register 
their company assets 
with Digital Shadows, 
including code samples, 
document markings and 
email footers. 

Explore View
Organizations can view 
the credential exposure 
at a strategic level, 
identifying trends over 
time. 

Mitigation Options
Each incident comes with a severity level and mitigation 
options. We also offer Managed Takedown Service, which 
provides end-to-end management for shutting down  
malicious activity and offloading this time consuming task  
from your team.  

About Digital Shadows Digital Shadows monitors and manages digital risk across the widest range of data sources 
within the open, deep and dark web to protect an organization’s business, brand and 
reputation. The Digital Shadows SearchLightTM service combines scalable data analytics with 
intelligence analysts to manage and mitigate risks of an organization’s cyber threat, data 
exposure, brand exposure, VIP exposure, infrastructure exposure, physical threat, and third 
party risk, and create an up-to-the-minute view of  an organization’s digital risk with tailored 
threat intelligence. The company is jointly headquartered in London and San Francisco. 
For more information, visit www.digitalshadows.com.
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